Partnership with Industry (PWI)

To afford the Contract Security Professional the opportunity to work closely with the ISRs and ISSPs to understand the perspective of DSS employees charged with industrial security oversight, to gain a deeper understanding of how DSS operates, and the challenges that DSS faces in directing the NISP.
- Observe day-to-day facility activities
- Exposure to process and experiencing a variety of IS and ISS security oversight responsibility
- Build communication/partnership
- Gain Industry perspective

Highlights
- Agenda
- Topic of Discussion
- Feedback
- Objectives

Industrial Security Field Operations NISP Team
PWI Program Coordinator-NISP Action Officer L. Darnell Carlisle
Contact person: 571-305-6603

Defense Security Service
27130 Telegraph Road
Quantico, Virginia 22134

Phone: 571-305-6633 (ISFO Office)
Fax: 571-305-6618
E-mail: darnell.carlisle@dss.mil
Note: Industry and DSS have the right to discontinue an individual’s specific orientation assignment, given cause. Examples of cause are the disregard of company rules, policy and procedures, security violations, and inappropriate behavior.
DAY ONE-AGENDA

Tour DSS Field Office (FO) and Site Discussion

- How DSS FO is Structured
- Meet the Staff
- Field Office Overview
- Discuss ISRs level of skills and training requirements overview
- ISRs Work-Load Overview
- ISSPs and the Cyber Threat

Facility Clearance (e-FCL) Processing Requirements

- On Installation FCL
- Off Installation FCL
- Exclusion Procedures
- Electronic Facility Clearance (e-FCL) online application
DAY ONE AGENDA –CONT’D

Team Assessments/Visits/Self-Reviews

- Discussion on Integration of DSS Team Assessments
- Briefing to the FSO regarding the important self review program
- Explain how self review results are important in Identifying its own vulnerabilities

CI Integration

- CI briefing on the value of Suspicious Contact Reports, criteria for reporting them, and Counter Intelligence matters in general
- Potential Espionage Indicators (PEI)
- Technology Collection Trends
- Threat Awareness Briefing
- Insider Threat
DAY TWO-AGENDA

Personnel Security (PCL) Processing Requirements

- Joint Personnel Adjudication Systems (JPAS)
- Investigative Requirements
- Reports of Adverse Information
- Administration Inquires (AI)

Industrial Security Facilities Database

- System Overview
- External
- System Access Request (SAR)
- Update FSO Information

Field Office Management

- Intra-office work flow overview
- Correspondence distribution overview
- Quality Control Overview
DAY TWO AGENDA CONT’D

Classification Management

- DD form 254
- Access & Interpretation of Class Guides
- When does a product become classified
- Changing the classification after the fact

Security Plan (SSP) Certification Requirement

- Written Statements (ISSM)
- Security Controls
- Multiple Facility Organization
- Accredited Mobile Systems
- Physical Security
DAY THREE AGENDA

DSS SIPRNET Contractor Accreditation Process (SCAP)

- Connection Package to DISA
- Interim Authorization to Operate (IATO)
- Vulnerability Test
- Registration Form

Foreign Ownership, Control or Influence (FOCI)

- Electronic Facility Clearance (e-FCL) FOCI online application
- FOCI Action Plans/ECPs/SSPs
- Annual Review and Certification

FIELD OFFICE CHIEF OUTBRIEF

- Interview the PWI participants
  - Weekly Review
  - Document Feedback
  - Questions and Comments